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My name is Evelyn Kaijage, the Founder and CEO of Beyond Six Figures,
an ex-corporate girl gone CEO.

I had a passion for digital products for as long as I can remember, I was
always curious how one can impact so many people around the world

without meeting them, it was and still is very fascinating but it was all a
hobby then.

2020, we all got hit by COVID-19, we all went on lock down and it was a
light bulb moment.  Being able to spend time with my husband and

children  all day while I work, that was the dream. 

And then we would hear daily how many people were dying and friends
losing their jobs. I thought to myself, I really do not have anything to
loose, I knew after having kids, I would want to spend more time with

them and work for myself. To cut a long story short, I made the shift and
Beyond Six Figures was born in between me juggling my daytime job.

If you want a business and independence you always craved for, you owe
it to yourself to be great and live the life that fits your lifestyle. I urge
you to get off the fence and take some action with the opportunities

below. .

About Evelyn

XOXO
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What are Digital Products?
Digital Products are any products that come in a digital form initially
and can be stored, transferred, sold or downloaded from  the internet.
Digital products are more appealing than physical products, as they are
easier to make, less costly to create, infinitely scalable and just as easy to
market.

Below are the types of Digital products  that you can start a business
with TODAY;

1) Worksheets;
These are simply processes which have been intentionally broken down
into easy to follow steps for a certain task, they can range from $9 - $30.

2) Templates;
These are tested files that can be used for reoccurring processes in a
business, it could be a meal plan or a presentation template. These can
range from $12 - $50.

3) eBooks;
These are one of the most popular digital products for both the creator
and reader. They can be stored online and have a large market to sell.
they are between 18 - 150 pages. Your eBook needs to deliver a specific
solution with a step by step guide . These can range from $19 - 50.

4) Software;
This is also one of the famous digital products, you can code and create
apps and different software to make life easier. These vary from $50 -
$2000
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5) Masterclasses;
These are also known as workshops, and they are for more specific
topics. A masterclass goes into detail, eg how to loose weight in 3 day. It
will go into details on each day, what should be done etc; They are one to
three hours long, otherwise they would be very overwhelming for your
listeners. $29 - $100

6) Online Course;
These courses are more time consuming as you need to provide support
to your students and online course can range from being a starter course
where it's more of a broader idea to a very detailed signature course
which can last up to three months or more. These can be from $29 -
$2000

7) One on One Coaching; 
One on one coaching are premium as you cater for one person and
provide a bespoke solution based on one's problem, they are similar to a
consultation.

8) Promotions;
I am sure you have come across some influential pages on social media
with large followers base who engage. Some of these pages allow people
to promote their businesses in exchange of a fee, and the price varies
based on what the page owner thinks his/her audience are worth. 

9) Group Coaching
Group coaching / challenges are designed programs to were you provide
actionable tasks weekly and you hold someone accountable before
moving to the next task. The price depends on the needs of your clients
and your experience.
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10) Photography / Stock Photos;
If taking photos is your business or skill, this one is for you. All
businesses do want to have photos that can be used to market their
brand. People would pay for membership to receive new professional
photos each month which they can update for their business.
Membership can vary from $25 - $100 a month.

11) Membership;
This is more for business which continue to evolve or customers need
ongoing updates. For example you could have a nutrition business and
your clients would pay you to be in your membership so you can
encourage them to stick to their diet and not fall back after loosing
weight. Prices can range from $19 - $500

12) Virtual Assistants;
If you are great in organizing and prioritizing tasks, this is for you.
Generally you would provide professional administrative, technical or
creative assistance to clients remotely. The price for Virtual Assistant
varied based on the needs of the client and your experience.



eBooks

Podcast

Virtual Assistant
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13) Podcast;
Podcast form a powerful medium of communication, and if you are not
very comfortable recording your face, you can just do audio through
podcast. Podcast are so popular, and you can get sponsors for your show
and they will pay you based on your rating, the amount of audience you
have and the niche you attract. The good thing about audio, people can
listen whilst driving, commuting etc.

14) Youtuber;
Youtube is one of the extremely popular and effective format of
delivering information online. The content can be informative,
entertaining etc. By adding adverts or getting sponsors you can get a
great amount of cash from it, first thing, you need to grow your audience
and be consistent.

15) Copywriting;
If you can get an idea and turn it into a powerful content, then you
should consider this. So many creative entrepreneurs struggle to create a
good sales page, contents for emails, website, podcast etc. This can be for
a fixed price or you can charge per task.



Follow me on Instagram

@_beyondsixfigures_

WHAT 'S NEXT YOU ASK?

Check out my eBooks on
www.beyondsixfigures.co

1) Alexa; How Do I Launch My
First Product

2) The Seven Crucial Steps to
Creating a Profitable eBook

3) 10 Actionable guides to
grow your Instagram page


